Do I have the correct CengageNow Code?
What do I do with this code?

Carefully look at the emails you have from purchasing the code. If you see the letters ACOW followed by more letters and numbers, this is the code you need. Follow the directions for registering for your course (see http://www.math.tamu.edu/ehmwk/CNOWatTAMU.html).

If you don't see the letters ACOW, go back to www.iChapters.com and go to ”My Stuff” to find this code.

If it is not in either place, go to http://www.math.tamu.edu/ehmwk/CNOWatTAMU.html, click on TAMU student help request form, copy your receipt into the form and click on submit. The online homework coordinator will receive your request and help you obtain the correct code.

Once you have your ACOW access code, on your homepage in CengageNow there are two ways you can enter the code:

1) There is a box on the right labeled "Quick Links". In that box is a link "Register a new Content Access Code". Click that and then you enter the full ACOW code in the box for entering the access code.

2) Across from Assignment 1 it says “Enter Content Access Code”. Click on this link and you will be able to input your access code.